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Modernize your facilities 
and streamline operations 
with FuelFACS™ 
Complete terminal support 
TechnipFMC’s end-to-end terminal management solution for measurement, 
accounting and control allows customers to manage and optimize all their 
facilities from one single integrated interface. Our terminal management 
systems are based on TechnipFMC’s scalable FuelFACS™ and smart, reliable 
measurement equipment; improving terminal throughput, increasing premises 
and data security and providing traceable and accurate measurement data. 

Along with excellent global support, our solutions can be applied to marine, 
pipeline and terminal applications to help you understand the health of your 
facilities and optimize the transportation and storage of energy products 
across the downstream value chain for faster and safer product delivery. 

Our services
`` Turnkey terminal automation services

`` Cybersecurity consultation

`` ERP integration 

`` Lifecycle services

Improve terminal 

throughput

Accurate billing 

and inventory

Premises and data 

security

Traceable 

and accurate 

measurement data

Our value proposition
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End-to-end solutions for 
downstream applications
From individual product 

components to complete skid-

mounted load rack packages we 

have the right solution to meet 

your application needs.  

Marine 
Accurately track the movement of energy 
product from the vessel to the next stage in 
its journey for increased data visibility and 
efficiency in the supply chain

Pipeline
Improve the health and efficiency of 
your pipeline with traceable and accurate 
measurement data. FuelFACS optimizes the 
transportation of your products for faster and 
safer delivery

Terminal
By streamlining terminal operations you can 
Improve throughput and increase premises 
and data security at all your facilities. 

Terminal
`` Refined products

`` Biofuels

`` Purity products

Pipeline
`` Natural Gas

`` Crude Oils 

Marine
`` Crude Oils 

`` Loading, unloading 
and batching for 
vessels
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Use the right solution to  
automate your facilities
Manage and optimize all your 

facilities from one single 

integrated interface. 

FuelFACS OnPrem 

Our field proven FuelFACS OnPrem 
combines facility business systems and 
central business systems to give you 
a clear understanding of your facility 
operations through a complete set of 
enterprise wide controls.  

FuelFACS OnDemand

We have re-invented the proven 
functionality of our on-premises solution 
to create FuelFACS OnDemand. A 
unified solution, leveraging cloud-based 

architecture that provides multi-terminal 
support, is secure and easy to access, 
improves scalability and performance 
while reducing initial investment and 
operational costs. 

Global support/project management
`` Real-time visibility and control of the 
enterprise

`` Real-time reporting of product inventories

`` Real-time acquisition, storage and 
distribution information 

`` Cost effective data exchange between the 
back office and all enterprise constituents

Crude Oil 
Processing 

Truck and Aviation 
Distribution

Marketing Terminals 
and Biofuels

Refined Products 
Transportation

Crude Oil 
Transportation

End-to-end solutions across 
the value chain 

`` Promass meters

`` Coriolis meters

`` INVALCO turbine 
meters

`` Electromagnetic 
meters

`` Vortex meters

`` MPM multiphase 
meters

`` PADpro and well 
pad automation 

`` Quality 
measurement units 

`` Smith Meter PD 
meters

`` MVTM and Sentry 
turbine meters

``  Ultrasonic meters

`` ISO 17025 Flow 
Research and Test 
Center

`` Promass meters

`` Coriolis meters

`` INVALCO BS&W

`` LACT Units

`` Metering and 
Proving Systems 

`` Sentry conventional 
meters

`` Promass X Coriolis 
meters

`` Flow computers

`` Truck and railcar 
loading skids

`` Load rack loading 
skids

`` Supervisory and 
DCS packages 

`` AccuLoad and 
microload presets

`` Prime4 meters

`` Genesis meters

`` 210 preset valves 
and strainers

`` Biofuel blending 
skids

`` Terminal 
automation systems 

`` Truck meter 
packages

`` Sening Tank Truck 

`` Sening Multi Task 

`` Sening TruckEye  

Technical 
Support
Contact information:

Field Service 
Response Center 24/7 
Technical Support/
Schedule a Technician: 
1-844-798-3819

FuelFACS Architecture: FBS and CBS
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